Transportation & Infrastructure Advisory Board Member Duties and Responsibilities

- Understand plans, policies, and projects within the Department of Transportation & Infrastructure.
- Review and provide comments on the proposed annual budget.
- Learn how DOTI makes decision on prioritizing equity, trade-offs, and constraints.
- Become familiar with local transportation issues and make recommendations to DOTI.
- Study Denver’s transportation and mobility Master Plans (Strategic Transportation Plan, Denver Moves: Pedestrian & Trails, Denver Moves: Transit).
- Promote travel demand management strategies and encourage use of multi-modal methods of transportation.
- Promote community involvement and education of transportation issues affecting Denver (e.g. Vision Zero program).
- Advise DOTI staff on issues related to public involvement on transportation projects with the goal of developing consensus.
- Attend monthly meetings, and optional regular site tours and trainings provided by DOTI staff.
- Be a leader within represented community that encourages citizen participation and engagement in furthering DOTI transportation initiatives.